MRC
Credential requirements for the issuance of an “Annual License” (2019)

Initial Expectations


2. Read through We Believe and Readiness for Ministry (as provided by the CGGC). Submit a Signed statement saying the candidate will comply with our doctrine and pastoral expectations.

3. Have completed 8 approved Ministry Training Courses - Approved by the Church & Pastor Commission

4. As listed in application – Have a declared Mentor including a Mentoring Agreement

5. Have an assignment in an approved ministry – Granted by the Church & Pastor Commission

6. Conversation with our resident Counselor “Currently Jim Baldwin” and take assessments as assigned.

Annual Expectations

7. Attendance at conference – unexcused absence will require a meeting with Church & Pastor Commission to provide ministry updates and explain absence.

8. Provide an annual report of ministry and education the previous year. What books are they reading and share about devotional life.

9. Complete mentor agreement annually throughout licensing and submit mentoring feedback to (CPC).

Inability to comply with any of these expectations will be discussed with the CPC and a plan for compliance will be implemented during a grace period not to exceed one year.